This paper presents a new approach for the design of variable structure control (VSC) of nonlinear systems. The approach is based on estimation of joint acceleration signals with introduction of load estimation with the asymptotic observer. The control system is insensitive to parameter variations for a chosen switching hypersurface in conditions when it is reached by the dynamic motion with the required dynamics. The parameter insensitive response provided by this control method is demonstrated on the model of the SCARA robot. Simulation results confirm the validity of accurate tracking capability and the robust performance.
Introduction
A Variable Structure Control (VSC) approach is proposed for robust and accurate trajectory tracking of a robotic manipulator with electrical actuators. Decentralized acceleration controllers are used to generate the local switching function. A PI disturbance estimator is proposed to ensure favourable performance. This novel controller gives a zero steady state error and enables each joint to trace the acceleration command. The parameter variation and disturbance insensitive response provided by this control method is demonstrated on a model of a SCARA robot.
The dynamics of an n-link robot mechanism is characterized by a set of highly nonlinear and strongly coupled second-order differential equations
where D(q) is the n × n inertial matrix; C(q,q), G(q) and F (q) are n vectors representing Coriolis and centrifugal forces, the gravity loading, and the friction; q,q andq are n vectors of joint angular position, velocity and acceleration; and τ is the n joint torque vector. In general, the matrices D, C, G, F are very complicated functions of q andq. The fundamental manipulator control problem is to determine the algorithm for generating the joint torque τ , which drives the joint position q(t) to follow closely a desired position trajectory q d (t). The design of a control algorithm for (1) is generally complicated due to the presence of nonlinearity and dynamic coupling 1, 2 . Even in a well structured industrial setting, the manipulators are subjected to structured and unstructured uncertainties. Structured uncertainty is the case of a correct dynamic model with parameter uncertainty due to the imprecision on the manipulator link properties, unknown loads, inaccuracies of the torque constants of the actuators, etc. Unstructured uncertainty corresponds to the case of unmodelled dynamics, which results from the presence of the high frequency mode of the manipulator, neglected time-delays, nonlinear friction, etc. The computed torque method is effective for the trajectory control of robotic manipulators 3 . It has become widely recognized that the tracking performance of the method in high speed operations is often affected by the uncertainties mentioned above. This is especially true for direct drive robots that have no gearing to reduce the dynamic effects.
A severe disadvantage of computed torque control algorithms is that perfect knowledge of the system dynamics is required. The inability to consider the total dynamic model for decoupling and compensation in the control structure, requires robustness of the feedback controller to parameter variations and disturbances. These are the declared performances of a variable structure controller in the sliding mode. Many attempts to use VSC in robotics have been reported including Young . Exact modeling is not necessary, since it is sufficient that limiting values of model parameters and disturbances, on which basis the control signal is determined, are known. Numerous papers on the sliding mode based robot control have selected joint torques as inputs into the system plant as the starting point for the synthesis of the control law. Theoretically, an approach of this kind yields good results.
However, the avoidance of the dynamics of the formation of joint torques may cause a problem. This is particularly true in the case of transistor inverter fed DC or AC motors which use the switching structure with discontinuous torque control. In this case the direct implementation of VSC with discontinuous controllers can result in a hierarchical cascade structure of discontinuous laws 8 . Since a condition for stable electrical torque tracking is the assurance of a continuous reference torque curve, the use of this cascaded hierarchical structure results in excessive chattering 9, 10 . In order to avoid this problem, some authors have suggested smoothing of the switching law 11, 12 . In this way the discontinuous torque control law is replaced by continuous nonlinear control, which ensures smooth dynamic motion. However, the motion of the system deviates slightly from that achieved by the ideal switching function, and this results in a steady state error within the boundary layer. The relationship between the boundary layer and the constraints of the real control input signals is complex, so the control synthesis may be difficult. We have found an approach which considers the dynamics of torque formation in the synthesis of the control to be more realistic. In the case of electrical actuators this indicates that armature voltages are control object inputs instead of joint torques.
One of the underlying assumptions in the design and analysis of VSC systems is that the control can be switched from one value to another infinitely fast. In practical systems, however, it is impossible to achieve the high switching control that is necessary for most VSC designs. There are several reasons for this, including the presence of finite time delays for control computation and the limitations of physical actuators. Since it is impossible to switch the control at an infinite rate, chattering always occurs in the sliding and steady-state modes of a VSC system. Chattering is almost always objectionable in robotic applications. Here we suggest a new approach to the design of independent VSC joint controllers. Besides the joint acceleration feedback structure and disturbance torque estimation, each controller may possibly comprise elements of computed torque structure. The salient feature of the proposed approach is that the disturbance torque is effectively treated by a computationally straightforward procedure.
Variable Structure Control Design
Variable structure systems consist of a set of continuous subsystems with a proper switching logic and, as a result, control actions are discontinuous functions of system state and reference inputs. The design of the control system will be first demonstrated for a nonlinear system in the form:
with control
where σ T (x) = (σ 1 (x), ..., σ m (x)) are continuous switching functions. The system (2) with (3) is VSS and consists of 2 m subsystems. Its structure varies on m surfaces at the state space. The goal of the synthesis is to find m switching functions, represented in vector forms as σ(x) and control u so that the motion of the system (2,3) reaches the manifold S in the state space in finite time and stays in this mode.
The physical meaning of the above statement is as follows:
• Design a switching surface σ(x) = 0 to represent a desired system dynamics (namely linear) which is of lover order than the given plant.
• Design a variable structure control u(x, t) so that any state x outside the switching surface is driven to reach the surface in finite time. On the switching surface sliding mode takes place, following the desired system dynamics. In this way, the owerall VSC system is globaly asymptotically stable.
Whenever one seeks to establish a bridge between theory and applications, it no longer suffices to ensure the conditions for the existence of the sliding mode. In real physical systems, such as robots and servodrives, the presence of measuring sensors, idle times due to transistor switchings, idle times due to computer calculation and effects of unmodelled dynamics, cause undesired chattering of the control.
These chatter oscillations are known to result in low control accuracy, high heat losses in electrical power circuits and excessive wear of moving mechanical parts. These phenomena have been considered to be serious obstacles for the application of sliding mode control. In Jezernik
9,10
practical experiments have shown that the chattering caused by unmodelled dynamics may be eliminated by an appropriate choice of the switching function.
Variable Structure Control of Robot Joint
For the development of the decentralized control scheme it is convenient to view each joint as a subsystem of the entire manipulator system, with these subsystems interconnected by "coupling torques" representing the inertial coupling terms and the Coriolis, centrifugal, friction and gravity terms in (1) . The manipulator dynamic model (1) is then represented by a collection of n second-order nonlinear scalar differential equations
where the subscript i refers to the i-th element.J i is the known varying effective inertia at the i-th joint and is always positive due to the positive-definiteness of D. SoJ (q) can be choosen as a constant diagonal matrix.
Equation (5) is the input-output dynamic model of the i-th joint (subsystem) with the joint torque τ i (t) as the input and the joint angle q i (t) as the output. The term h i , given by (6) , is treated as a "disturbance torque" by the i-th joint controller (i = 1, ..., n) and contains unknown parts of the inertial, gravity, friction, Coriolis and centrifugal torques for the i-th joint, as well as the inertial coupling effects from the other joints
The dynamics of a DC motor or a DC equivalent of an AC motor with resolved commutation and field generation, can be represented by a first order differential equation
where L i is the motor inductance and e i represents all voltage drops from resistance, back EMF, and for AC motors also equivalent voltages due to inexact commutation, etc. Let us assume a linear connection between the measurable equivalent current i i and the torque τ i (
The controlled plant will be represent by
In order to obtain smooth mechanical motion of the robot mechanism we prescribe a continuous trajectory with values q
. The switching function which determines the mechanical motion is chosen to be second order and a function of angular position, velocity and acceleration errors (for each joint) is
where K vi and K pi are constants that determine, in the sliding mode (σ i = 0), the damping and the maximum frequency of the decentralized prescribed dynamics of second order. For the practical control implementation the measured quantities are state variables q i andq i . The acceleration signalq i is not measurable and can be obtained by double differentiation of the angular position q i ; but is contaminated by the measurement noise to such a degree that it can no longer be used.
Estimation of the Disturbance
Consequently, the acceleration signalq i needs to be replaced by an estimated valueq i which is obtained simply from the differential equation of motion
whereJ i is the mean inertia of the robot axes, τ i is the active measurable drive torque developed by the activator and h i is the unknown value of the load torque. The expression (10) is inserted into the control scheme by replacing the real load torque h i with an estimated valueĥ i . An estimator of reduced order proposed by Jezernik9, 10 iŝ
where l i is a positive constant linked to the selected dynamics of the asymptotic load observer. The calculated angular acceleration signalq i c is derived from (9), so the condition for the sliding mode operation (σ i = 0) of the system is fulfilled.
As a result the control input is based on a modified switching function which contains the estimated acceleration and the estimated disturbance torque
where the desired trajectories of angular position, velocity and acceleration are denoted by the superscript d, andĥ i is the estimated disturbance torque. The block diagram of the controller with the disturbance torque estimator is shown in Fig. 1 . The asymptotic observer serves as a bypass for high frequency components, therefore the unmodelled dynamics is not exceeded.
If the load torque varies slowly (dh i /dt ≈ 0), then the switching function σ e i converges to the function σ i with desired dynamics of first order. Let us present the equation (15) in form (16).
It is easy to see that (σ 
For the system on S e we obtain from (11 ,17) ∆ḣ i :
With the substitution of (20) in (19) we geṫ
V has allways a negative value, so the system in the sliding mode on S e converges to S, where it has the prescribed dynamics of second order. However, the dynamic of i-th subsystem in the sliding mode on S e represents a local tracking error space system
where
The poles of the system are
The global reaching condition, that the system (8) with the control law (14, 15) and with the PI disturbance estimator (11, 13) 
where the equivalent control U eq i is defined as the control voltage which assuresσ e i = 0
13
,
Simulation Results
Simulations have been done to verify the proposed VSC joint controller to compensate unstructured uncertainties. A two degree of freedom SCARA manipulator was used in the simulation.
The desired trajectory for each joint is
The desired trajectory q d 1 is shown in Fig.2 . The variation in the moment of inertia (d 11 (q)) from its nominal value to triple the nominal value is presented in Fig.3 . We have studied the behavior of two types of reduced order disturbance observers. a) PI estimator
The same testing procedure was used for the controller with the PI estimator and the linear observer. The disturbances, i.e. the varied load torque (h 1 (t)) and its estimated value (ĥ 1 (t)), are presented in Fig.4 for the PI estimator and in . Poles in the sliding mode are p 1 = −500, p 2 = p 3 = −25. The acceleration controller output was calculated every 0.5 ms. The steady state error is compensated and the dynamic error is also asymptotically stable without any restriction for the PI estimator. A major feature of the new controller is its inherent ability to reject payload uncertainty. VSC with the disturbance estimator is also able to solve efficiently the tracking tasks in high speed and direct drive robots.
Conclusions
The desired motion control algorithm consists of the acceleration feedback and disturbance torque estimation, and assures a good dynamic performance even in the presence of an initial conditions mismatch, parameter perturbations and disturbances. The chattering caused by unmodelled dynamics was eliminated by the use of PI load estimator.
Due to the structural properties, the direct use of the theory of VSC cannot solve all robotics problems regarding insensitivity to parameter and disturbance variations. It has been found to be necessary to complete the appended on-off controller with an asymptotic observer to estimate the disturbance torque. In this way it is possible to achieve the sliding mode conditions in the vicinity of the desired trajectory by introducing local conditions. Tracking errors are controlled and the nonlinear dynamic system is asymptotically stable. 
